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The events at Eagle Pass present the White Hats 
with a golden opportunity.  The Supreme Court 
has violated their binding oath to the 
Constitution by ordering the removal of wire 
that represents, literally, the dissolution of the 
border, while America is being invaded.  This 
invalidates not only the specific ruling of the 
Court, but further, it invalidates the Authority of 
the Court.   

The Constitution, however, demands that there 
be a Supreme Court duly sworn to defend the 
Constitution against all enemies, foreign and 
domestic, and its members swore a BINDING 
oath to do so.  This requirement for a valid 
Court supersedes the part of the Constitution 
that prevents States from entering into alliances 
with each other.  There must be a properly 
functioning Supreme Court just like there must 
be a President and there must be a legislative 
process in order to fulfill the requirement 
intended by the Constitution, which is, a 
Republic.   



By siding with the invading forces, the existing 
Supreme Court of the US (SCOTUS) has 
demonstrated that it is dysfunctional and 
corrupt.  This dysfunction has already been 
demonstrated clearly by its failure to hear the 
Brunson case, which should have been the most 
important case ever heard by SCOTUS, and 
should have already removed 388 corrupt 
“leaders”.   

The remedy for this is obvious.  The States must 
recognize the authority of an alternative 
Supreme Court, which could be designated, for 
clarity, as the Supreme Court Of The US 
Republic (SCOTUSR).  This Court should be 
established IMMEDIATELY with the first case on 
its docket being the Brunson case.  Further, that 
case should be heard IMMEDIATELY and the 
proceedings broadcast and streamed nationally.   

This Remedy constitutes an effective means to 
avoid “Fort Sumtering” the US into a civil war by 
instead moving the conflict to where it should 
be, a discussion of the intent of the Constitution 
and the rightful and the peaceful resolution of 
the formerly irresolvable stances between the 
sides that want Government That Provides 
Wealth (via redistribution) instead of the 
Constitutionally-intended Government That 



Protects Rights.  An accurate and deserved 
ruling in the Brunson case will invalidate the 
membership of 388 corrupt “leaders” who 
turned against their Constitutional duty to 
review the election results of 2020, and thus 
this case will surface the true ideals and 
consequences of the one versus the other 
(GTPW versus GTPR), which, if allowed to 
remain, is “A House Divided Against Itself That 
Cannot Stand” and this division is clearly 
represented by the conflict existing regarding 
who is the rightful President.   

The establishment and recognition of the 
Supreme Court Of The US Republic (SCOTUSR) 
is a vital stepping stone to the peaceful transfer 
of power from the corrupt, incorporated 
government (USA Inc.) to the rightful 
government intended by the Constitution.   
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/
144XKdBUG9v_gghulPbameGeMaBXUVjuU/ view


